
ADDRESS Clemenceau, Dr. Rebeiz Street, Keyledjian Building, 1st Floor, Beirut, Lebanon.

BLOGS AND ONLINE WORK

mayachami.wordpress.com
a blog dedicated to posting a selection of my work in Design and Digital Arts

vimeo.com/mayachami
my vimeo channel dediated to my work in moving image

graphikis.blogspot.com
a blog dedicated to my graphic interventions published in Assafir newspaper 

mayachamidigitalarts.blogspot.com
a blog dedicated originally to the MA in Digital Arts at Camberwell College of Arts, 
University of the Arts London (2009-2011). 
Starting October 2011, the purpose of the blog shifted into posting about projects in 
progress and Digital Arts related articles.



Maya Chami Portfolio



The Promise of a Field, 2018, Prints, 120x60 cm and 60 x 170 cm



Title: Dear Diary    |   Year: 2014   |   Technique: Digital moving image and a print    |   Dimensions: 30x20 cm   |   Short description of the work:  The active act of 
remembering against the forgetfulness of a deceiving history, part of the Alwan for the Arts Auction   |   Auction link: http://paddle8.com/auctions/alwan   |

 Presented at Shirin Gallery, New York, NY 10001



Title: Of Men, Champagne and Victory Aside    |   Year: 2014   |   Technique: A live audio-visual performance by Maya Chami with Music by Fadi Tabbal    |   Dimensions: 
Variable   |   Short description of the work:  A playful examination into the theme of the ‘victory sign’ in the Arab world, from the 1980’s to the present   |   Vimeo link: 

https://vimeo.com/65127592   |  Presented at Théatre Monot Beirut, Watermill Center residency New York, Alwan for the Arts New York





Title: Transitional Digital Objects    |   Year: 2011   |   Technique: A live audio-visual performance   |   Dimensions: Variable   |   Short description of the work:  In this project, 
I explore compositing an autobiography in live cinema. This investigation is conducted through the idea of transitional digital objects and their ability to either bring 

fluidity to the compositing process or disrupt the creation of the portrait of the whole   |   Vimeo link: https://vimeo.com/27910838   |  Presented at Camberwell College of 
Arts London, Bread Republic Beirut, UAMO Festival Munich, Watermill Center residency New York, Alwan for the Arts New York



Title: Au Quotidien   |   Year: 2016   |   Technique: Multiple Screen Graphic Moving Image   |   Dimensions: Variable dimension projection   |   Short description of the 
work:  A one-piece graphic moving image tackling the issues of oppression and aggression women are subjected to everyday: Mouth for Expression, Forearm for Life, 

Breast for Femininity, Belly for progeny, Ankle for Mobility, and Pelvis for Sexuality. A collaboration between Maya Chami and Farah Nehmé   |  vimeo link: https://vimeo.
com/169343216 password: mayaandfarah   |   Presented at “Chouftouhounna Festival” Cultural Center Mad’Art, Tunisia; and “Dawawine” Beirut.



Title: What Myriam did not forget   |   Year: 2015   |   Technique: Digital Illustration based Animation   |   Dimensions: Variable dimension projection   |   Short description 
of the work:  short film animation in which the story of Batal’s grandmother is unfolded through the fragmented narratives of a journey of displacement.. A collaboration 

between Maya Chami and Dia Batal   |  vimeo link: https://vimeo.com/142265902 password: Myriam1948   |   Presented at The Mosaic Rooms London.



Title: Blazons   |   Year: 2015/16   |   Technique: Digital Illustrations commissioned by Marwan Rechmaoui    |   Dimensions: Variable   |   Short description of the work:  
Vector based illustration for different landmarks, to include buildings public sculptures and so in in Beirut commissioned by Marwan Rechmaoui for his project “Blazon”   

|  Presented at Homeworks 7 Ashkal Alwan, and Sfeir-Semler Gallery



Book design “Metropolis” on Marwan Rechmaoui’s work



Selection from “Manifesto Raseef22” Art prints for Raseef22, exhibited in “Beirut Design Week 2017 and at Salon Beyrouth, 2017



Title: “Al Mray” (the mirror)    |   Year: 2016   |   Technique: Digital Illustrations    |   Dimensions: 28x21 cm   |   Short description of the work:  Illustrations for a teenagers’ 
story “Al Mray” commissioned by The Palestinian Museum, a collaboration with Lena Merhej   |  Presented at The Palestinian Museum



Title: Exit    |   Year: 2012   |   Technique: Multimedia with mechanism, window display design    |   Dimensions: 2 windows   |   Short description of the work:  
commissioned by Louis Vuitton’s opening in Beirut, a collaboration with Marwan Rechmaoui   |  Presented at The Beirut Souks’s Louis Vuitton shops



Title: A Memory for Forgetfulness    |   Year: 2013   |   Technique: Digital moving image, videos for a set design    |   Dimensions: variable   |   Short description of the 
work:  A play directed by Maya Zbib based of Darwish’s poem, a collaboration with Zoukak Theater Company   |   vimeo link: https://vimeo.com/78314815 - https://vimeo.

com/78315115   |  Presented at Krefeld and  Monchengladbach City Theaters, Germany



Title: Silk Thread    |   Year: 2011   |   Technique: Digital moving image   |   Dimensions: Variable   |   Short description of the work: moving image for Zoukak’s 
site specific performance “Silk Thread”   |   Vimeo link: https://vimeo.com/42835761 - https://vimeo.com/42835762 - https://vimeo.com/42835763 - https://vimeo.

com/42835764   |  Presented at several venues in Lebanon and abroad to include the following countries Germany, France and India. 



Cover design and artwork for Sahar Mandour’s novel “Mina”, published by Dar Al Adab



Vinyl design end of privacy by Tasjiil Moujahed



Vinyl design Three Voices by Munma Produced by Ruptured



Poster designs for different events held by Ruptured



CD Under the Carpet Produced by Ruptured



Several designs for different music events organized by Ruptured, Ziad Nawfal



Several designs for different music events organized by Ruptured, Ziad Nawfal



Poster design for the film “The Valley” by director Ghassan Salhab
Poster design for a film by director Tamara Stapanyan



Publication designs and artworks for a novel published by La CDthèque and a play published by Dar Al-Farabi



Poster designs for a theatrical  and a dance performance.



The Bridge (Auto-portrait 1), 2017, Digital Illustration, 35x50 cm



The Bridge (Auto-portrait 3), 2017, Digital Illustration, 35x50 cm



The Bridge (Auto-portrait 5), 2017, Digital Illustration, 35x50 cm



The Bridge (Auto-portrait 6), 2017, Digital Illustration, 35x50 cm



The Bridge (Auto-portrait 7), 2017, Digital Illustration, 35x50 cm



The Bridge (Auto-portrait 8), 2017, Digital Illustration, 35x50 cm



The Bridge (Auto-portrait 9), 2017, Digital Illustration, 35x50 cm



The Bridge (Auto-portrait 10), 2017, Digital Illustration, 35x50 cm



The Bridge (Auto-portrait 11), 2017, Digital Illustration, 35x50 cm



The Bridge (Auto-portrait 12), 2017, Digital Illustration, 35x50 cm



The Bridge (Auto-portrait 13), 2017, Digital Illustration, 35x50 cm



Title: Panel “Linear and non-linear narratives in the context of Arab revolutions”    |   Year: 2012   |   Technique: theme, research and list of participants   |   Short 
description of the work: commissioned to propose a panel as part of the congress on cultural motion in the Arab region, the Orient-Institut Beirut. The panel “Linear 
and Non-linear Narratives in the context of Arab revolutions” will bring together researchers and artists to discuss different narrative forms, from music, cinema, video 
works, novels, blogs, to social media and computing, opening the way to debate new media’s fluidity in relation to current revolutions.   |   Vimeo link: http://vimeo.
com/51993230 - http://vimeo.com/51989277 - http://vimeo.com/52058727 - http://vimeo.com/51993227 - http://vimeo.com/51993229 - http://vimeo.com/52083106 - http://
vimeo.com/52065486 - http://vimeo.com/52065520   |  Presented at several venues in Lebanon

LIST OF PARTICIPANTS:
LEV MANOVICH    Software Studies       US based
MATTHIAS KISPERT   Electronic Music Composer and Artist  UK based
AMAL KHALAF   Curator and Researcher     UK based
SAHAR MANDOUR    Jounalist and Novelist     Lebanon based
HASSAN CHOUBASSI  Artist and Professor     Lebanon based
LOTTE FASSHAUER    Cinema Studies      Germany based
MONIKA HALKORT    Cinema Studies      Germany based
ELIA SULEIMAN   Filmmaking      France based

Call for Papers:
The revolutions in the Arab world are breaking through the timeline of these countries’ histories. 
The familiar linear narrative was disrupted by actions that led these countries to different directions, 
culturally, socially, and politically. Tweets, Facebook status updates, Blackberry messages, 
and practically all html related material were a major catalyst in the so-called “Arab Spring”. 
Digitalization in its multifaceted dimensions was in fact one of the pre-conditions of these societal 
motions.

In his essay “Deep Remixability” Lev Manovich describes software as species within the common 
ecology. Once released, software, like species, start interacting, mutating, and making hybrids. To 
explain, he uses the example of the designer who, by the end of the 1990s, was able to combine 
operations and representational formats such as a bitmapped still image, an image sequence, a 
vector drawing, a 3D model and digital video specific to these programs within the same design 
- regardless of its destination media. He finally compares the production of software, using his 
pertinent analogy, to the Czechoslovakian Velvet Revolution, where a whole system was uprooted 
in an almost invisible pace. At this point in the Arab world, we are witnessing the change that is a 
recipient of this deep remixability.

In the digital era, narrative has lost its body to become volatile and viral, making its way to fluid 
transitions between different states of materiality. Narrative is manifested through information spaces 
that allow random access; the sequential is no longer a must. The elements of the linear narratives 
(script, scenario, scene, and the like…) are now highlighted, tagged, mapped, annotated… thus 
accompanying the narrative to its deciphered realm: A narrative is today searchable, browsable, 
and mutable in most cases.
On another note, narrative owes its current form to the inherited strictly linear form. The polemic 
in the narrative is derived from its swinging between the strictly linear that embeds a hierarchical 
structure and the non-linear’s seemingly infinite possibilities to reproduce and reconfigure the 
information contained in these aforementioned structures. 

The panel “Linear and non-linear narratives in the context of Arab revolutions” brings together 
researchers/artists/activists to discuss different narrative forms (music, cinema, theatre, video 
works, novels, blogs, social media, computing), opening the way to debate new media’s fluidity in 
relation to current revolutions.



Title: Graphikis    |   Year: 2006-2010   |   Technique: concept, narrative and illustration   |   Short description of the work: Selected graphic interventions published in the 
Lebanese newspaper “Assafir” in the youth weekly supplement  “Ashabab”   |   blog link: http://graphikis.blogspot.com/   |  Presented at Assafir Newspaper








